MOTIVATION OF THE PROGRAM
•Determine how the planet formation process depends on the mass of
the star (BY TARGETING EVOLVED SYSTEMS M>1MSUN.)

•Explore the chemistry of planet formation (WE GO TO LOW Z).
•Test the physics of star-planet interaction processes: tidal forces (WE
HAVE THE THEORY TOOLS).

•Explore the diversity of planetary systems.

WD

RV VARIABLES AND
LOW ACTIVIVITY
FROM THE 1000 PTPS
PROGRAM CARRIED
OUT AT THE HOBBYEBERLY TELESCOPE
OVER 10 YEARS

Fig. 1.— The PTPS sample. Presented are 838 stars with detailed spectroscopic param
available (Zieliński et al. 2012; Niedzielski el al. in prep., Deka et al. in prep.). The
stars presented in
this paper
are marked as black
rectangles.
WE
FOLLOWED
THE
BESTColor coded is the amp
of p-mode oscillations estimated from the scaling relations of Kjeldsen & Bedding (
130 TARGETS FOR OVER 3
Evolutionary tracks of Bertelli et al. (2008) are presented for three metallicities: [Fe/H
(solid line), -0.30YEARS
(dashed line)WITH
and 0.3 (dotted
line) for illustration purposes.
HARPS-N

26 OBSERVING NIGHTS OVER 3 YEARS (2-3 LOST TO WEATHER)
7 PL ANETS AND 3 NEW C ANDIDATES
6 PAPERS PUBLISHED UNDER THE TAPAS PROJECT
3 MORE PAPERS IN PREP WITH 5-8 MORE PL ANETS

•

TAPAS I: second most evolved multiple planetary system found
around a giant star (Niedzielski, Villaver et al. 2015)

•

TAPAS II: Super Li-rich giant HD 107028 (Adamow et al. 2015)

•

TAPAS III: 2 cool giants with warm companions

(Niedzielski, Villaver etal. 17)

BD+15 2735 b is the lightest planet to an evolved star RV detected.
HD 5583 b tightest orbit a = 0.529 AU around a 1.2 Msun evolved star RV detected.

•

TAPAS IV: warm (HOT) jupiter TYC 3667-1280-1, (Niedzielski, Villaver et al. 2016)
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A Massive Jupiter orbiting the very low metallicity giant star
Fig. 9. Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for the complete PTPS sample
BD+03
2562
a the
possible
planet around HD 103485.
with HD 103485
(in blue) and BD+03
2562and
(in red) and
evolutionary tracks from Bertelli et al. (2008) for a star with 1 M and metallicities Z = 0.008 and Z = 0.004 (see the legend in Villaver,
the bottom left
corner
Niedzielski
of the plot).
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E. Villaver et al.: TAPAS V
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Fig. 11. Stellar mass (in M ) versus stellar metallicity ([Fe/H]) for all
the stars with confirmed planets (green points) according to the ExoFig. 10. Planet Two
minimum
(M sin i giant
in Jupiter
mass)with
versus
stellar
encyclopediathat
(exoplanet.eu,
The two red
points
verymass
evolved
stars
very
low planet
metallicities
host a exoplanets.org).
massive "warm"
Jupiters
metallicity ([Fe/H]) for all the confirmed planets (blue points) as taken represent the location of the stars reported in this paper.

from the Exoplanet
(exoplanet.eu,
The to the general planet-metallicity relation
and encyclopedia
thus represent
ratherexoplanets.org).
extreme outliers
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TAPAS VI:
manuscript
no. TAPAS-6
HD 238914 AND T YC 3318-01333-1 A&A
- Tproofs:
WO
MORE
LI-RIC H
some are identified as stars at the turn-o↵ point (Koch et al. 2011)
GIANTS
WITH
PL ANETS
and horizontal branch
objects. Furthermore,
for some stars, the
3.5

•

Two new planetary systems around Li-rich
giants HD 238914 and TYC 3318-01333-1

•

Report binary Li-rich giant,

•

Possible planets TYC 3663-01966-1 and
3105-00152-1 no full orbital coverage yet.

•

We found 7 out 15 among the 15 Li-rich
giant stars with planetary companions.
Planet frequency is twice that of the
general sample.

•

15 stars analyzed

Adamow, Niedzielski, Villaver et al. (2018)

log L/L

high Li content is associated with infrared excesses (Bharat Ku3.0
mar et al. 2015; Rebull et al. 2015).
The first candidate for a Li-rich giant hosting a planet was
2.5
reported by Adamów et al. (2012a) as a result of the PennState
- Toruń Planet Search (PTPS). Currently, we know only a few
2.0
more Li-rich objects that have been identified as potential planetary hosts: 8 UMi (HD 133086) (Kumar et al. 2011; Lee et al.
1.5
2015), NGC 2423 3 (Carlberg et al. 2016), and two giants in the
NGC 2423 and NGC 4349 clusters (Delgado Mena et al. 2016).
1.0
Under special circumstances (efficient mixing between the
convective layer and the hydrogen burning shell), a chain
0.5
of chemical reactions that lead to Li production can occur
181368
(CameronHD
& Fowler
1971), most likely at the luminosity func0.0
tion bump in the Herztsprung-Russel (HR) diagram. This means
that an RGB star may be able to produce Li by itself (Adamów
0.5
5500
5000
4500
4000
et al. 2014 and references therein). Li enhancement may be also
Teff [K]
the result of a transfer of Li-rich gas from a more evolved comTYC
.
panion in a close binary system (Sackmann & Boothroyd 1999).
M. Adamów
al.: stars
TAPAS
VI. Two
Rapid Li production is also associated with supernova (SN) ex- Fig. 1. The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
for all et
PTPS
(gray).
The mor
plosions (Woosley & Weaver 1995). If a star accretes post-SN red points represents stars analyzed in this work.
material, its chemical composition may be altered, resulting in
higher Li content. Planetary ingestion is expected when a star
leaves the main sequence and moves to the tip of the RGB, where studies for those stars, including Be abundances in two of them:
the significant expansion in radius and the extension of the con- HD 181368 and HD 188214 , which are bright enough and availvective zone amplifies the e↵ects of tidal interactions with the or- able for high-resolution spectroscopy in the UV.
biting planets (Villaver & Livio 2009). The lack of close-in planets around evolved stars suggests that planetary engulfment is a
common process in the evolution of planetary systems, and the 2. Sample and observations
solar system probably is no exception (Villaver & Livio 2009;
The sample presented in this paper comprises a total of 15 LiVillaver et al. 2014).
The increasing number of evolved stars hosting planets with rich giants from PTPS with the highest Li content, A(Li)NLTE
enhanced Li abundances may suggest that indeed planet engulf- 1.4 (Adamów et al. 2014). HD 181368 was added to this list bement is the mechanism responsible for Li abundance anomalies. cause this star was identified as a giant by Deka-Szymankiewicz
The amount of unprocessed matter required to enhance the Li et al. (2018), and it was found to be a Li-rich giant as well.
abundance in a giant is very high. However, the hypothesis that Twelve objects are the subject of detailed analysis, as new
is more attractive to study in more detail are the structural e↵ects epochs of precise RV were collected in a quest for possible comon the star and the chemical signatures of a planet engulfment. panions around them within the TAPAS project. The sample also
Privitera et al. (2016) showed that planet engulfment either pro- includes BD+48 740 (Adamów et al. 2012a), for which new RV
arefit
available.
5. Keplerian best
to the combined HET/HRS and TNG/HARPSduces a too weak signal, as in the case of the carbon isotopicFig. observations
238914
. The
jitterstars
is added
to the
uncertainties.
WeHD
also
added
three
to this
sample
that had no new
ratios, or produces signals that cannot be attributed in a non-N data for
observation epochs: the apparently single Li-rich giant with the
ambiguous way to a planet engulfment.
It is very tempting, however, to search for low-mass com- highest A(Li) in our sample, HD 107028 (Adamów et al. 2015),
giantinplanet
5.7 au orbit
andHD
two238914
Li-rich: agiants
binaryin systems,
TYC 0405-01700-1
panions around Li-rich giants since a large portion of planetary6.3.2.
TYCHD
3314-01371-1,
which
wereTYC
presented
in Adamówiseta al.
systems are expected to be multiple. PTPS, a planet-search pro-Theand
source
238914 (BD+59
1909,
3917-01107-1)
for
completeness.
gram focused on evolved stars, is the perfect laboratory in whichV =(2014)
8.79 ± 0.01 (Høg et al. 2000), ⇡ = 1.70 ± 0.23 (Gaia Collabatmospheric
( T e↵ , log g,
and [Fe/H],
to study this problem in detail. Within the project, we collectedoration Basic
et al. 2016)
star inparameters
Draco. Atmospheric
parameters
de-de-

